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INTRODUCTION
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Hello! My name is Shaunna and I started The Kratom Buzz, which is a
closed private group on Facebook, dedicated to the plant called
kratom. There is a small community of “believers” that bathe in this
plant to keep the benefits of what it has to offer. I emphasis frequently
in my posts that we are all uniquely designed and each of us could
respond to kratom different regardless of there being an average
reaction per strain (but I’ll go more into that later). 

I am a professional photographer, graphic designer and a marketing
specialist. I work for an engineering company outside of Portland and
help them market their inventions (and then some!). I design graphics,
take pictures, make videos and a lot more related things. 

THE KRATOM BUZZ -
REVIEWS BY SHAUNNA



Originally I am from Cupertino, California (Silicon Valley), but I left
California at the ignorant age of 20, where I then ran away with a
soldier boy/stranger and lived all over the world. My years in Europe
were my favorite when it came to experiencing life and getting
cultured. It was there that I started my photography business and
graphic designing. I worked for NATO, doing sessions and paid graphic
related assignments. I was hired to do photo sessions for high Italians
officers as well as for locals. My experience in the design field took off
and I caught the bug!

When I moved back to the states, my husband and I decided to settle
down in Oregon, where he is from, and finally plant our roots. We have
two beautiful children and plan to have a couple more. We live in a
quaint, beautiful country town outside of the bustling Portland Metro,
where the IPA and wine flow, wannabe hipsters run free and
Californians are hated—Great place to live! I love it here. So green, so
inspiring when it comes to quenching my love for design.

What lead me to kratom was the chronic pain I was left with after a
neck fusion. I live with neuropathy and spinal stenosis. I did not want
to live my life running up my medical bills with physical therapy or
living on pain killers and muscle relaxers. I am a business woman and
wife and mother that has got to keep a level, focused and fast mind so
taking marijuana for it’s pain relieving benefits was not an option for
me. 

A friend ended up telling me about a plant called kratom. It is
grounded up to a fine powder and because it is not FDA approved, the
term for using it for all legal purposes is bathe. I started bathing in
kratom and man-oh-man I did not look back. Threw away my
narcotics/chemicals and bought more of this plant (hopefully soon the
FDA/government will realize that this is a plant with medical benefits
that would help human beings not have to consume chemicals or take
addictive prescriptions to help their chronic pain or other medical
issues that kratom helps with).

I started studying more about it because that is the type of person I
am. I needed to learn all I could about kratom, it’s strains and various
benefits—and so I did! I then started a group/blog dedicated to my
research so that I could share this knowledge with people like me,
living with pain or dealing with anxiety or depression, that could
immensely benefit from this. Who knows, it could save more than just
my life, so my growing knowledge was not something I could,
consciously, hide. 
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After months and months of studies and becoming a part of the
kratom family and community, I decided to write this book. I not only
study kratom, I combine it—creating my own blends (though you can
buy them too) in order to discover more about it and what it could do
for my body. And now I want to share my recipes with you!

Visit my social sites, take a look at my photography site too, and
connect with me! Connect with the family because you won’t feel more
accepted anywhere else. The lack of judgement is refreshing. I see
more better presidential hopefuls amongst the kratom group then in
the government…..

Thank you for buying this book and I hope you benefit from it! I love
hearing feedback, good or bad, so please take the time to send me a
little message about what you think of kratom and what it does for
you. Let me know if this book and it’s recipes affected you the same as
they affect me.

Welcome!

Shaunna Kaufmann
ESTABLISHED 1986
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WHAT IS KRATOM?
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Before I go any further, lets get the basics down first. Kratom, if you
did not know, is a rare tree that grows in South Asia. The leaves have
exceptional attributes. They are considered sacred here and are used
all over the world as natural herbs that can cover a multitude of health
issues that one might be going through such as pain, weak immune
system, depression, anxiety, lack of energy or drug addiction. Kratom is
classified as the Speciosa of Mitragyna to be scientifically exact. 

There are various breeds/veins of kratom, and each have a different
benefit from the last. The veins are seperated into the following
categories: red, white, green, yellow, and brown. 

KNOWING THE PLANT



BENEFITS OF KRATOM
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Kratom is known for so many things and holds so many powers for all
kinds of issues one might be dealing with. Here are some of the well
known benefits kratom has:

- Pain killer
- Drug withdrawal relief (transitional maintainer)
- Mood enhancer
- Anti-Depressant
- Immune System Stimulant
- Energy booster
- Anti-inflammatory
- Blood sugar stabilizer
- Anti-lukemic

HEALTH BENEFITS
OF THE STRAINS



I deal with chronic pain, but the strains that target pain the best is
what I am typically after. Those strains are commonly known to cover
pains like backache, arthritis, scoliosis, migraines and even minor
injuries. The strains that have the highest amounts of alkaloids present
are the ones that do the job in relieving pain related symptoms.
Popular strains are Indo, Borneo, Bali and Maeng Da (MD) in either red
or green vein (vein is the type of kratom breed of the plant). For
example, there is a Red Indo as well as a Green Indo. Both are good for
pain. Some claim red it better, but again, it is all customized to each
person individually. 

Dealing with depression is not easy. I have been there. Unfortunately, I
did not know about kratom at that time. Now, when that season comes
around again, I will run to kratom to help me get through it. For
depression, the vein is typically white. Popular strains people who
suffer from depression use: Maeng Da, Thai and Malay.

It was only until after the death of my mother that I felt what anxiety
was.... I immediately remembered my friends that suffered from it and
was finally able to relate. To me, suffering from anxiety is worse than
depression because you are freaking out, feel hopeless, its intense and
you simply cannot function or control your thoughts. At least with
depression, you could function--even if you don't have a desire to do it,
you can still go about your day (miserable nonetheless). For anxiety,
the vein is typically red. Popular strains people who suffer from
anxiety use: Indo, Borneo and Bali.

For whatever reason, life has never failed to throw me hard ass balls
my way, aiming for not so pleasant areas. After I'm done healing from
one internal bleeding injury, here comes another one. Most of you
probably can relate. It's called "life". You cannot have good without evil.
You cannot know happiness without knowing pain. So WHY are
addicts often times looked down upon?

Pain Management

Depression

Anxiety

Drug Addiction
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We are always trying to cover something that causes us pain, whether it be
memories, stress, or situations we feel we cannot avoid or overcome. Some
turn to God (kudos), some turn to self-pride (Yoga, "Im worth so much
more!" etc), and then they're those who turn to drugs; whether it be
prescriptions or street, legal or illegal. To me they are one and the same.
We don't look down upon an arrogant ass who loves them self. The average
person says "Good for you!" and then talks shit when they're not around.
Self empowerment is becoming a "thing", while addicts are always weak
and judged. Oddly enough, most addicts I have run across are some of the
sweetest people you will ever meet. We all feel and handle pain differently.
Period.

When my mother died, I desperately sought out anything that could take
away my pain. Living with neuropathy gave me the unfortunate easy
access to narcotics and the happy feeling I received taking them (on top of
pain relief) seemed to be answer to prayer to cover my newly acquired
pain. After a few months of memory loss, embarrassing moments and
lifetime regrettable actions....I had to find something else, something safe.
Besides being a committed Christian and praying and distracting myself
with my family and busying myself in work and hobbies....I turned to God
given plants to cure some physical and mental issues.

Did kratom deliver the EXACT same mental effects that narcotics did? No.
Somewhat? Yes. Most on some facebook groups that I follow never admit
that they take kratom for the sheer desire of obtaining that mental high.
That day never comes when they achieve that. Taking Kratom for me is
like taking a massive dose of the BEST anti depressant out there! Thats it.
That is what kratom does for me mentally and I LOVE THAT! That is
exactly what I needed and that is EXACTLY what any addict needs,
whether they admit to it yet or not. If they don't give up, if they keep being
strong and resisting a relapse, they will soon come to realize that that is
the feeling they get. When you have that joyful, happy emotion, then you
truly come to appreciate what kratom is and what it does, not only for
mental pain but also physical pain.

But for those that know they will have to deal with heavy withdraws, there
is a suggested information as to what to take to get through it.

The recommend vein is red. Strains that help the most for most people are
Bali, Borneo and MD on moderate to high dosing every three hours.
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Immune and Mental Boosting

Apparently there are also huge immune system boosting benefits that I simply
have not even thought about considering I take kratom mainly for pain. The vein
for that focus is green. Strains are Borneo and Malay. The recommending dosing is
low to moderate.

To learn more about kratom and further extend your knowledge, I recommend you
check out Kratom News (kratomnews.org). They update you on the ,most recent
news regarding kratom and users around the world, as well as medical milestones of
getting it closer and closer to the FDA accepting it as a massive benefit and better
alternative to chemical prescriptions. 
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RECIPE #1
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Introducing the “Butthurt” blend! With two teaspoons, I was ready to
jump in bed and go straight to sleep within 20 minutes. This

combination relaxes you and puts you straight to sleep, pain free, mind
turned off while you float away to lala land. Strains by Tyler Fisher

and Billy Weaver

THE BUTT HURT BLEND

For low tolerance users

1/4 tsp of Mean Green Elephant

3/4-1 tsp of Super Red MD

1/4 tsp of Green Jawi

For high tolerance users

1/2 tsp of Mean Green Elephant

1 tsp of Super Red MD

1 tsp of Green Jawi



RECIPE #2
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Do you have a hard time closing your mind from all your troubles?
Well, this blend is sure to relax your mind and surprisingly extremely
horned-up. This is a girl's best friend when it comes to finding that
clear mind woman need to enjoy every ounce of the historic animal
kingdom dance. I have never had my husband use it, so you never
know; it just might work on men too! Strains by The Wicked Kratom
and Kaliedoscope. 

THE NAUGHTY BLEND

For low tolerance users For high tolerance users

1/2 tsp of Viet White
1/4 tsp of White Lighting
1/4 tsp of Bali Blast
1/4 tsp of Super Red Thai

1.5 tsp of Viet White
1 tsp of White Lighting
1/2 tsp of Bali Blast
1/4 tsp of Super Red Thai



RECIPE #3
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ANTI-DOWNER BLEND
Ever feel yourself needing that extra mental boost to get through
something hard in your life or a bad day? This recipe delivers the
perfect medicine. Recommended for people battling from depression or
anxiety, The Anti-Downer is a combination of two unique blends (their
own recipes unknown). The Mad Hatter (from Wonderland Holistics)
and Silver Queen (from Stan David Botanicals). Mix those two blends
to created the ultimate blend to take yourself to a pure mental bliss;
not tiring or sedating, just relaxing, calm and positive feeling. Enjoy!

For low tolerance users For high tolerance users

1/2 tsp of The Mad Hatter
1/2 tsp of Silver Queen

1 tsp of The Mad Hatter
1 tsp of Silver Queen



RECIPE #4
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PAIN KILLER BLEND
Having to deal with chronic pain on the nerve and spine (a couple of
the worst kinds of pain one could have), finding the right kratom to
cover that is important. I had to create my own blend to find that
coverage. Behold, the Pain Killer Blend. Using Greg Hernandez's strains,
Red Bentuangie and Super Green Indo, I managed to create the perfect
blend for pain (for me). It just might work for you!

For low tolerance users For high tolerance users

1/2 tsp of Red Bentuangie
1/2 tsp of Super Green Indo

1 tsp of Red Bentuangie
1 tsp of Super Green Indo



RECIPE #5
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¡ANDALE !  BLEND

For low tolerance users For high tolerance users

1 tsp of Extreme White Bali
1/2 tsp of Zippity

1 tsp of Extreme White Bali
1 tsp of Zippity

I do not know about you, but I am a busy woman. I have a career, a
hobby that is also a career, I have a husband that LOVES spending
time with me and desires my attention (full time job!), I have two
energetic children that require my attention or they'll freak out, and I
have a house that needs tending too (doing my part). Not to mention I
have friends that feel neglected and family that miss talking to me,
and zero social life. I am pretty much GO GO GO, Andale, Andale,
Arriba, arriba, yeppa yeppa! Well, when I decide to do everything I
need to in one day, I run to this blend I created combining strains
Extreme White Bali (from Billy Weaver) and Zippity blend (from
Kaliedoscope).

Source: Huffingtonpost.com



RECIPE #6
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COMBINING THESE TWO FOR ME CREATED AN ENJOYABLE
BATHE THAT HELPED MY SOUR MOOD THAT I WAS IN DUE TO A
VERY STRESSFUL DAY/NIGHT.. CONFETTI ENHANCED IS FROM
WICKED KRATOM. THE GREEN MD YOU CAN PURCHASED FROM
MOST VENDORS.

THE HAPPY BLEND

1  TSP  GREEN  MD
1  TSP  CONFETT I  ENHANCED
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